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SU_g4ARY
The overall objective of the Direct Conversion Technology task is to
develop an experimentallyverified technology base for promising direct
thermal-to-electricenergy conversionsystems that have potentialapplication
for energyconservationin the end-usesectors.
This reportcontainsprogressof researchon the Alkali Metal Thermal-to-
Electric Converter (AMTEC),and on the Two-PhaseLiquid-MetalMHD Electrical
Generator(LMMHD)for the periodJanuary 1988 throughDecember 1988. Research
on these concepts was initiatedduring October 1987. In addition, status
reviewsand assessmentsare presentedfor thermomagnetic onverterconceptsand
for thermoelasticconverters (Nitinol heat engines). Reports prepared on
previousoccasions(Refs. I and 2) containdiscussionson the followingother
direct conversion concepts: thermoelectric, pyroelectric, thermionic
thermophotovoltaicand thermoacoustic;and also, more completediscussionsof
AMTEC and LMMHD systems. A tabulatedsummaryof the varioussystemswhich have
been reviewed thus far has been prepared. Some of the importanttechnical
research needs are listed and a schematicof each system i= shown. These
tabulationsare includedhereinas figures.
The 2nd U.S. Alkali Metal Thermal-to-ElectricConverter (AMTEC)workshop
was held at JPL on March 10 and 11, ]988. The meetingwas attendedby over 40
representativesof 18 industrialand governmentorganizations. Presentations
coveredall known work on AMTEC technologyin the U.S., Canada and Japan. Two
important conclusions relevant to ECUT/AMTEC work at JPL were: I) JPL's
modelingcapabilitieswere recognizedas importantfor the predictionof AMTEC
performancein real syst_,';_and it was recommendedthat these cap,_bilities
continue to be expanded:and 2) there is a strong need for new experimental
thermal analysisand efficiencydata on self-containedrecirculatingdevices.
Work in both of these areas is containedin the ECUT plan.
Mr. Robert K. Sievers, Staff Engineer, Westinghouse Advanced Energy
Systems Division, Pittsburgh, joined Caltech/JPL as a visiting industry
associatein September1987 and remainedthrough September1988. This is in
I
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connectionwith Mr. Sievers being awarded the WestinghouseLamme Scholarship
for one year of academic work and independent study. Westinghousehas
previouslyinvestigatedAMTEC technologyfor space nuclearpower applications
for DOE, and presently is exploring several potential markets for AMTEC
commercialization(in additionto space nuclearpower).
Several experimentson very thin molybdenumelectrodeswith grids were
carriedout by JPL researchersin the electrodetest cell. In one experiment,
one electrode was still producing O.44W/cm2 at 1110°K after 160 hours at
temperaturesabove 1000°K. In another experiment, one electrode produced
O.47W/cm2 after 100 hours at high temperature. These experimentsare the best
performanceyet observedfor this class of electrodes. Model predictionsnow
indicatethat O.6W/cm2 shouldbe availablefrom these electrodes,which would
result in AMTEC device efficienciesof at least 20%. Contactresistanceshave
been identifiedas the principalfactor that has limited power densitiesto
about O.5W/cm2 to date. Means to optimizecontactsare being investigated.
In addition, several experimentson platinum-group/tungstenelectrodes
were also carried out and it has been shown that this group now repeatedly
performs in the 0.5-0.8 W/cm2 range. Power densities at 0.7-0.8 W/cm2 are
higherthan any other stablepowerdensitiesever measuredat any time in AMTEC
devices. Detailedmodelingof the AMTEC electrodehas been completedand a new
current versus voltage expression for these electrodes has recently been
derived.
Researchon the Two-PhaseLlauld-l(etalMPJ)ElectrlcalGenQrl)Qris focused
on the reductionof slip betweenthe gas bubbles and the liquid metal during
the expansionprocess in the MHD electricalgenerator. Air and water mixes
with the additionof surfaceactiveagents (surfactants)are being investigated
to determine the factors that control mixture uniformity and preventionof
bubblecoalescence. A facilityfor doing this has been set up and experiments
are in progress. The knowledgegained from these experimentsis Leing used to
design and constructthe mixing section of a liquid-metalgeneratorblowdown
systemwhich will be used for conductingexperimentswith actualsystemworking
fluidssuch as NaK.
2
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Thermomaqnetic Generator Concepts have been reviewed. Some of these
systems can convert thermal energy directly into electrical energy, without a
mechanical interface, by appropriate utilization of the caloric effect of solid
ferromagnetic materials. At or near the Curie temperature of such materials
large changes of magnetization (alignment of magnetic dipoles) occur over
relatively small temperature changes even in the absence of an applied magnetic
field, but more dramatically in the presence of externally applied fields.
Associated with these temperature and magnetization changes there are also
changes in entropy. These phenomena have previously been used to construct
thermodynamic cycles for heat engines, refrigerators, and electrical
generators.
Systems have been conceived in which a shunt of solid ferromagnetic
material is placed in the air gap between the pole pieces of a stationary
magnet. An electricallyconductingcoil surroundsthe shunt and the magnetic
flux lines of the magnet. The temperatureof the shunt materialis then cycled
by heatingand cooling. Changes in the temperatureof the shunt materialspan
the Curie polnt and hence,producechangesin the magneticflux. This induces
voltagein the coil and as a result,a currentwill flow.
Another version consists of a toroid made of a solid ferromagnetic
material which during part of its circumferential travel rotates through an
applied magnetic field region. The segment of the toroid which is inside the
magnetic field at anytime is being heated; whereas, that part which is outside
the bounds of the field is simultaneously being cooled. The cold side, because
of its higher magnetization, is attracted into the applied field region, and as
a consequence, torque is generated which produces a continuous rotation.
Hence,either electricalpower or mechanicalshaft power is generated.
Active magnetic regenerativesystems have also been conceived in which
ferromagneticmaterials of descending Curie temNoratures are staged, for
example,in a wheel or disk arrangement,so that large_temperaturerangescan
be accommodatedin a single system. Previousanalyticalwork on these devices
has been focusedon refrigeration. These analysesshould be extendedto apply
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Still another thermomagneticversion is based on the utilizationof a
suspensionof very fin_ (_essthan 100 angstroms)particlesof a ferromagnetic
material in a carrier fluid which is the working substance. This colloidal
suspension(ferrofluid)is circulatedthrougha systemwhere it is heatedas it
passes through a combined solenoidand heat exchanger.Then it is cooled to
increase its magnetization, and after that it flows through a
magnetohydrodynamicgeneratorwhere electricalpower is produced.The fluid
then returnsto the solenoidand is recycledin the system.
Some analyses of these various concepts have been performed;however,
considerablymore effort in this regard is needed. Also, experimental
performance information does not appear to exist; hence, experimental
verificationof these systemsis needed.
ThermoelastlcConverters(N1tlnolEnqine)have also been reviewed. These
systemsare based on the use of metal alloysthat possessa uniquemechanical
shape "memory"property. Nitinol is the generic name for a range of these
alloys which consist of nickel and titanium. The "memory" effect is a
consequenceof a solid-sclidphase transformationfrom a martensiticphase to a
parent austeniticphase when the material is heated to a criticaltransition
temperature. A specimen of Nitinol may be elastically deformed at a
temperaturebelow the alloy's transitiontemperatureby applying a load at a
moderately low stress. Then, if the temperatureof the specimen is raised
above the transitionpoint, the specimen will recover ("snap back" to) its
earliershape. The forces exertedby the specimenduring the hotterrecovery
processcan greatlyexceedthose requiredduringdeformationand may be as much
as 200 times greaterthan those exerted by bimetals. Therefore,the specimen
has the ability to performmechanicalwork from heat input. The transition
temperaturecan be manipulatedover a remarkablywide range from about -459"F
to 212"F (-273"Cto I00"C)by alteringthe nickel-titaniumratio and by adding
small amounts of other elements. Based on these properties of Nitinol,
researchershave conceived and built various configurationsof small heat
enginesthat operateover comparativelysmall temperaturedifferences. Hence,
with acceptable performanceand cost they would be suitable for waste heat
4
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energy conversion. The next phase of Nitinolheat enginedevelopmentshould
consist of design, construction,and testingof a prototypefor a particular
application. A method of utilizing the propertiesof Nitinol in a direct
thermal-to-electricalenergy conversionmode without a mechanical interface,
however, has, as yet, not been conceived.
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A. INTRODUCTION
During 1984 the estimatedenergy consumptionin the United Statesby the
combined industrial,r_mmercial,residential,and transportationsectorswas
about 72 quads (I quad - 1015 BTU) and, for example,approximately75% of the
energyused in the UnitedStatesby our ten most energy intensiveindustriesis
used in heatingor conversionprocesses. In general,these energy conversion
processesare not as efficientas possible,becausea substantialpercentageof
the input energy is rejectedas waste heat. The main driver for justifying
rejectionis that economical systems for conversionof this wasted thermal
energy into a more usefulform such as electricity(whichis easy to transport)
do not exist. Most of this wasted heat is at temperaturesbelow about 250'C.
Figure I shows the relative amounts of thermal _nergy that are wasted in
industrialstreamsof temperaturesbetween30"C and 290'C. This information
was developedby Olsen (Ref.3) and was taken from the data given in Table I of
Ref.4. As might be expected,more energyis wasted at the lower temperatures.
Hence, direct conversion of waste heat energy to electricity can be an
important component in energy conservationefforts. Applicationsfor the
utilizationof industrialwaste .eat directly (withoutconversion)via hot
water streams for residentialheating have been explored (cf. Ref. 4). In
Europethe use of centrallylocatedthermalplants set up to supplyhot water
for residentialheating has apparentlybeen successfulin large residential
developmentareas. The load requirementsfor such heatingare seasonalbeing
dependenton the weather. Hence, if industrialstreamswere used for this
purpose,during extendedperiods of minimumor no load requirementsit would
still be necessaryfor industrialplants to rejectmuch of their waste heat.
Although the conversionof waste heat to electricity is an impL_tant
applicationfor directconversionsystems,some conceptsare suitableonly for
operation at much higher heat source temperatures. Topping cycle and
cogenerationapplicationsare also important for overall systG,nsin :,hich
direct cenversion concepts will enhance performance. A broad range of
techniquesexist for direct conversion;however,none have been reducedto the
level of practicerequiredfor cost-effectlve nergyconservationapplications.
Hence,researchis neededto advancea technol)gybasewhich would be in demand
5
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for application by the end-use sectors. Furthermore, the main focus should be
on cross-cutting technologies because approximately _/3 of the 72 quads
represents energy used for which the technological phenomenaare commonto all
sectors.
What appears to be a shortcomingof low-temperaturedirect-conversion
systems is their inherent low thermal efficiency. A bett_r performance
parameter,however,is the percentof Carnot efficiencywhich any given system
will produce. The highestattainableefficiency,which is Carnot,is dependent
on temperature difference between the heat in#u_ and heat rejection
temperatures,and on the absolutetemperatureof the heat source. Figure 2
shows the variationof Carnotefficiencywith these temperatures,and the high
rate of change,particularlyat the low end of the temperaturescale. Hence,a
systemwhich may be as high as 60% of Carnot, may at a very low heat input
temperature,still only have a thermalefficiencyof a few percent. However,
it is important to note that any conversion system which produces energy at a
cost less than the prevailingrates will be economicallyviable,independentof
efficiency,or any other purelytechnicalcriterion.
During CY 1986 an assessmentwas made to establish some of the most
promisingdirect conversionsystems(Ref. I). Performancestatus relativeto
projected performance was established and research needs for premising
technologieswere identified. Screeningwas based on stage of development,
ease of implementation,projectedand demonstratedthermal-to-electricenergy-
conversionefficiency,and broadnessof potentialapplicability. Out of this
group the alkalimetal thermal-to-electriconverter(AMTEC)and the two-phase
liquid-metalMHD generator(LMMHD)were selectedfor supportby ECUT beginning
in CY 1987. This reportcoversthe recentprogressthat has been made on AMTEC
and LMMHD research,and on the evaluationof thermomagneticand thermoelastic
systems. These latter two systemshad not been assessedfor ECUT previously.
The identificationand assessmentof other conceptsis being continued.
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B. OB.1ECTIVES
The overall objective of the direct conversion technology task is to
develop an experimentallyverified technology base for promising direct
thermal-to-electric onversion systems that have potential application for
energyconservationin the end-usesectors. Specificobjectivesare:
I. For the Alkali Metal Thermal-to-ElectricConverter continue the
research to increase the lifetime of electrodes by investigatingthe most
promisingmaterials,which consistof molybdenumand its alloys,and continue
detailedthermalanalysisof the AMTEC cycle.
2. For the Two-PhaseLiquid-MetalMHD ElectricalGeneratorcontinuethe
researchto improvethe performanceof the generatorby exploringmethodsto
reduceslip betweenthe expandinggas bubblesand the liquidmetal.
3. Continue to examine advanced and innovative direct thermal-to-
electric energy conversion concepts, identify those that are promising,
determineindustrialneeds for application,which concept should be used for
which industrialneed, and determine critical research needs for promising
concepts.
C. TABULATEDSUMMARYOF ALL REVIEWEDCONCEPTS
The variousthermal-to-electricenergyconversionconceptsthat have been
reviewedthus far as part of the assessmentactivityare summarizedin Figs.3
through 8. Each concept is identified,some of the important technical
researchneeds are listed,and a schematicof each system is shown. A few of
these systemsare not direct conversionin the configurationsshown; however,
most might possibly be modified in some way such that a mechanicalinterface
between_n output shaft and an additionalconventionalgeneratorwould not be
needed,particularlythe rotary thermomagneticdevicesthat requirean applied
magnetic field as an essentialcomponentof the system to make it operable.
The thermoelastic(nitinolengine)converteris includedbecauseits operation
8
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is feasible at hot water temperaturesand over small temperaturedifferences
which makes it suitablefor convertingthe thermalenergy in industrialwaste
heat streamsto mechanicaland electricalenergy.
The combinedthermomagneticwith pyroelectricsystem of Fig. 8 is merely
in a stateof suggestion. As yet there is no known analysisor proposedsystem
arrangementfor this combination;however,it shouldbe analyzedat some point.
The listings in Figs. 3 through8 are not in any prioritizedsequence.
True priortizationrequiresinputof more specificindustrialapplicationsand
industrialneeds. Such studieshave not yet been completed. In the interim,
however,it appearsthat the more promisingconceptsfor ECUT to pursue from a
technicalstandpointare some of the thermomagne_icsystems. This conclusion,
however,excludesthose converterssuch as thermionicand thermoelectricwhich
have received substantialfunding from other sources over a period of many
years, and as a consequence,are in a more advancedstate of developmenteven
thoughideas for improvementsthat requireresearchhave been broughtforth.
D. RESEARCHACTIVITIES
I. AlkaliMetal Thermal-to-ElectrlcConverter (AMTEC)
The 2nd U.S. AMTEC Workshopwas held at JPL on March 10 and 11, 1988. (The
first one was held on April 24 and 25, 1986, also at JPL.) The meetingwas
attended by over 40 representatives of 18 industrial and government
organizations. Presentationscoveredall knownwork on AMTEC technologyin the
U.S., Canada and Japan. Two importantconclusionsrelevantto ECUT/AMTECwork
at JPL were: I) JPL's modeling capabilitieswere recognizedas importantfor
the predictionof AMTEC performancein real systemsand it was recommendedthat
these capabilitiescontinueto be expanded,and 2) there is a strong need for
new experimental thermal analysis and efficiency data on self-contained
recirculatingdevices. Work in both of these areas is containedin the ECUT
plan.
9
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Mr. Robert K. Sievers, Staff Engineer, Westinghouse Advanced Energy
Systems Division, Pittsburgh, joined Caltech/jPL as a visiting industry
associate in September 1987 and remained through September 1988. This is in
connection with Mr. Sievers being awarded the Westinghouse LammeScholarship
for one year of academic work and independent study. Westinghouse has
previously investigated AMTECtechnology for space nuclear power applications
for DOE.
Upon his selection as a LammeScholar, Mr. Sievers, in consultation with
Westinghouse management, asked if he could serve the year at JPL to learn AMTEC
technology while taking courses at Caltech. Mr. Sievers worked approximately
one-half time in the AMTEClaboratory while taking Caltech courses. He
contributed to both experimental and systems studies of AMTFC technology.
Presently, Westinghouse is exploring several potential markets for AMTEC
commercialization (in addition to space nuclear power) and the expertise
obtained by Mr. Sievers would be directly applicable to any subsequent AMTEC
development at Westinghouse.
Several experiments on very thin molybdenum (VTM) electrodes with grids
were carried out by JPL researchers in the electrode test cell. A summary of
the performance of these electrodes is given in Fig. g. Note that one electrode
was still producing o.44W/cm2 at 1110"K after 160 hours at temperatures above
IO00"K. In another experiment, one electrode produced O.47W/cm2 after i00
hours at high temperature. These experiments are the best performance yet
observed for this class of electrodes. Model predictions now indicate that
u.6W/cm2 should be available from these electrodes, which would result in AMTEC
device efficiencies of at least 20%. Contact resistances have been identified
as the principal factor that has limited power densities to about O.5W/cm2 to
date. Means to optimize contacts are being investigated.
In addition, several experiments on platinum-group/tungstenelectrodes
were also carriedout in the electrodetest cell. A summaryof the performance
of these electrodes is given in Fig. 10. The results show that platinum-
group/tungstenelectrodesnow repeatedlyperform in the 0.5-0.8W/cm2 range.
Power densities at 0.7-0.8 W/cm2 are higher than any other stable power
I0
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densitiesever measured at any time in AMTEC devices. The abilityto repeat
this performance,as shown, is a major accomplishmentof this year's research,
and device efficienciesof 20% or greaterappear certain if lifetimesof I000
hours or more are demonstrated. The very high power electrodes (rhodiumor
platinumwith tungsten)are 1-3 _m thick with compositionsof more than 50%
noble metal. Rhodium is expected to be somewhat more stable for very long
lifetimes,since rhodium is more refractorythan platinum. Correlationof
morphologywith depositionconditionsand performanceis now being carriedout
so that deposition conditions can be routinely specified for high power
operation.
Detailed modeling of the AMTEC electrodehas been completedand a new
current versus voltage expression for these electrodes has recently been
derived (Ref's.5 and 6). The new expressionis based on the electrochemical
currentoverpotentia]equation.
Currentdensity,j, is given in A/cm2, by:
j : Jo(exp[-enf] [(Pj+ FA+ PI)/PI]exp[(1 -_)qf])
The cell voltageV, is containedin the definitionof:
n- V - Eoc +JRTo,
RTO is the total ohmic resistanceand Eoc is the open circuitvoltage. Pj is
the pressure due to sodium leaving the electrode, PA is the sodium vapor
pressuredropwithin the pore, and PI is the sodiumpressuredue to evaporation
at the condenser, f - F/(RT2),where F is Faraday'sconstant,and R is the gas
constant, Jo is the exchange current density at Eoc, and _ is the
electrochemicaltransfercoefficient. Jo and _ are determinedfrom curve fits
to measured charge transfer resistancedata. Calculationsof cell current
versus voltage expressionsare then carried out using finite elements and
integrati'ngover the electrodesurfaceamong currentcollectorgrid elements.
Previously,the model includedtransportloss throughthe electrodepores
(P_) but lumped other lo_s mechanismsinto the total ohmic resistanceto fit
II
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the data. This new formulationtakes into accountpossiblekineticlimitations
by includingthe parametersJo and _, and now more accuratelycharacterizes
electrodeprocesses. A curve fit of the data (points)for an Rh/W electrodeis
shown in Figure 11. In this figure the cell voltage is plotted versus the
currentdensityof the electrodefor four differentelectrodesfabricateathe
same way. A significantlyhigher series resistanceRs, is apparent for the
electrode designated as E4 than for the others. The performanceof this
electrodeshows a comparativerapid decrease in voltagewith currentdensity.
The rate of decrease for the other electrodes is not as large. Series
resistanceincludesthe sum of the ionic resistanceof sodium through the _"
alumina, the sheet resistance in the electrode and grid, and the contact
resistancesbetweenthe collectionwire and grid, as well as betweenthe grid
and the sheet. All of these tests were conductedat a hot sodium temperature
T2 of roughly 1200"K.TLe value of G is l °¸Ü”! is the electrode
thickness,a is the radiusof the pores and n is the numberof pores per unit
area. The value of G, when in the range of about 10 to 30 has been found not
to affectthe results. Accuratemodelingof electrodeperformancewill allow
device performancecharacteristicsto be confidentlypredicted for a wider
range of temperaturesthan can now be simulatedin the laboratory.
Finally,an electromagneticpump for the recirculatingtest cell (RTC)was
successfullytested. It achieved30 psi pumpingpressure,which is more than
adequatefor maintainingsodiumrecirculation.The RTC has also undergonesome
minor modificationsand thermal testing. In thermal testing, the cell was
heated to operatingtemperatures,first withoutsodium and then with sodium in
the vacuum space. The temperaturesat various points of the condenser and
heater well were measured as a functionof input power. A simple computer
model was developedto analyzethese inputsand determinethe primaryheat loss
mechanisms and the effectivenessof the radiative heat transfer within the
cell. A smooth film of reflectivesodium was achievedon the condenserwall
and initialcalculationsshow the reflectivityto be greaterthan 95%. The RTC
is now being readiedfor resumptionof operation.
A paper titled "Progress in AMTEC Electrode Experimentsand Modeling"
12
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(Ref. 5) was presentedat the 23rd IntersocietyEnergy ConversionEngineering
Conferenceheld in Denver,Colorado,July 31 to August 5, 1988.
2. Two-PhaseLiquid-MetalMHD ElectricalGenerator(LMMHD)
Efficient generation of electricity in the two-phase liquid-metalMHD
generatorconcept requires that small bubbles of gas be well mixed with the
liquidmetal during the time that this mixtureexpandsto a lower pressurein
the generator. The expandinggas bubbles"push"the surroundingliquidagainst
the Lorentz force which results from the interactionof the electrically
conductingliquidmetal with an appliedmagneticfield. A focus of the present
research is to develop and understandmethods for reducing slip between the
expandinggas bubblesand the liquidmetal. A more detaileddiscussionof the
systemconceptand of the expansionprocessappearsin Ref. I.
The approach is to first investigatethe factors that control mixture
uniformityby conductingdesigned experimentsusing air and water with and
withoutthe additionof surfaceactiveagents (surfactants).
A facilityfor performingthese experimentshas now been completed. Air
and water mixtures are used becauseadvancementsin understanding mixing and
bubblebehaviorcan be made much more rapidlythan by startingdirectlywith a
liquidmetal. Visual observationis possibleand the fluids are safe to use.
The most criticalfactor in simulatingthe dynamicsof gas/liquidmetal mixing
is prevention of bubble coalescenceby surface activity. The formationof
bubblesat a gas injectionsurfaceis governedby wetting, by buoyancy,and by
fluid dynamic drag forces on the bubbles. Use of surface active additives
ensuresgood wetting;however,differentadditiveswould be used in the liquid
metal system than in water so as to avoid reactions. The buoyancy and drag
forces are influencedprimarilyby density and viscosity. Both density and
viscosity of sodium-potassium(NaK) are only 15 percent smaller than
correspondingvalues for water. A significantlyhigherpressurewill exist in
the NaK-N2 system which means that the density of the gas will be different;
however, the density of the gas plays a negligiblerole in the bubble flow
mixingprocess.
13
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Figure 12 shows a schematic of the system. The water, metered by a
turbine flow meter, enters at the bottom of the test section and flows
verticallyupward. Compressedair at a few psig entersthe mixing test section
through the injectionelement, injectionof the surfactant into the water
occurs sufficientlyupstreamof the test sectionto obtain homogeneousmixing.
Surfactantmeteringwill be carriedout by timing the loweringof the level of
surfactantin the tank.
Figure 13 is a photographof the air-watersystemwhich shows the vertical
transparenttest sectionat the left. Detailsof the test sectionare shown on
Fig. 14. The transparentchannelhas a squarecross sectionof 4 incheson a
side and is 80 incheslong. In the first twenty inchesflow non-uniformities
caused by abrupt enlargementof the cross sectionat the channelentranceare
minimized. A perforatedplate and a honeycombare used for this purpose. The
air injectionelement is two-dimensionalwith a faired trailing edge. Two
wedged wall insertsstart in the region of the trailingedge of the injection
element. They create a favorablepressure gradient along the flow thereby
preventingseparation. Figure 15 is a photographof the lower (inletpart) of
the test section. The perforatedplate at the bottom,the honeycombmade of
closelypacked soda straws,and the air injectionelementare plainlyvisible.
Details of the air injectionelementare shown in Fig. 16 and a photographof
this is shown in Fig. 17. The large air injectionarea is necessaryfor
achievementof high void fractionin the water side of the test channel. Air
is introducedinto the injectionelementthroughsix holes along the side. A
roundedleadingedge and a taperedtrailingedge preventflow separationwhich
can be a source of detaching large gas bubbles that move downstream with
considerableslip velocity. Experimentsare in progress.
After the air-watertests have been completeda liquid-gasmixing section
will be designedand generatorperformanceexperimentswill be performedin a
liquid-metalblowdownsystemusing NaK and Nitrogen. A BUX Shrader (60 volts,
55 amperes)dc electromagnetwhich has pole faces of 13 by 6 incheswith an air
gap of 6 inches will supply the magnetic field. These dimensions are
sufficientfor insertionof an LMMHD generator.
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E. DESCRIPTIONSOF DIRECTCONVERSIONCONCEPTSREVIEWEDDURINGCY 1988
I. ThermomagneticGenerators
The conversion of thermal-to-electricalenergy by means of a
thermomagneticgenerator can be accomplished,without a mechanical energy
interface,by appropriateutilizationof the magnetocaloriceffect of solid
ferromagneticmaterials (Ref. 7). Examples of ferromagneticmaterials are
iron, nickel Rnd cobalt, but there are many others includingcompoundsand
alloys. At or near the Curie temperatureof such materialslarge changesof
magnetizationoccur over relativelysmall changesin temperature.
Since the generaltopic of directconversioninvolvesvariousdisciplines,
perhaps at this point a refresher on some of the definitions and the
terminologyassociatedwith magnetism and what actually takes place when a
magneticfield is appliedto a systemis in order. A ferromagneticmaterialis
one in which the magneticmoments of atoms or ions (magneticdipoles)tend to
become aligned parallel to one another when the material is below some
characteristictemperature. This takes place in the absence of an applied
magnetic field, but more dramaticallyin the presence of externallyapplied
fields. The characteristic(or transition)temperatureis known as the Curie
point (whichis lower than the meltingpoint). The magneticatomicmoment can
also be expressedin terms of the Bohr magneton,the moment which arises from
the motionof a singleelectronmoving in its smallestorbit (Ref.8). During
the alignmentprocess,in an adiabaticsystem,the magneticentropydecreases;
and since internalenergy is constant,spin-latticecouplingcauses the lattice
entropy to increase. This combinationof energy exchanges is known as the
magnetocaloriceffect. Perhapsa more understandabledescriptionof what takes
place in the magnetocaloriceffect is given by Hull and Uherka in Ref. 9 as
follows. When a volume of materialcontainingindividualmagnetons,initially
orientedso that there is no net magnetization,experienceson appliedmagnetic
field, the magnetonstend to line up with the externalfield. If the process
is adiabatic, the energy of magnetizationis transferredto the lattice as
thermalenergy and the material heats up. Then, when the applied field is
removedfrom the alignedsystem,spin-latticecouplingtransfersthermalenergy
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from lattice vibrationto the randomizationof the magnetons, and thus the
latticeis cooled.
When heated above the Curie point, ferromagnetic materials become
paramagnetic,i.e., dipole misalignmenttakes place and the result is that
there is only partialalignmentof the magneticdipolemoments. Figure18, for
example,taken from Ref. 8, shows how magnetizationof iron, a ferromagnetic
material,changeswith temperatureand with an externallyappliedfield. The
Curie temperaturefor iron is 770"C. The rapid change of magnetizationwith
temperaturechange is apparentin the vicinityof the Curie temperature. The
quantity,_o, is the magneticpermeabilityof free space. Its value in the cgs
system is unity.
Magnetic processesare analogousto gas processesin heat engines, heat
pumps and refrigerators. An isothermalprocess in a magnetic system, for
example,is obtainedby specificallyprogrammedheat rejectionwith increasein
magnetization,or programmedheat additionwith demagnetization. A constant
appliedmagneticfield processis analogousto a constantpressuregas process,
and a constant magnetization(or demagnetization)process is analogousto a
constantvolumegas process. The differencebetweenappliedmagneticfield and
magnetizationof the materialshouldbe noted. Applicationof a magneticfield
is an externaleffect;whereas,magnetizationis an internaleffect. Internal
changesin propertiesare greatestat the Curie temperatureof the material.
These phenomenacan be used to constructthermodynamiccycles for heat
engines, refrigeratorsand electricalgenerators. They have, in fact, been
used in refrigerationfor many years to achieve temperaturesthat approach
absolutezero (Refs.IO, 11, and 12).
The entropy equationassociatedwith thermalprocessesin solid magnetic
materialsexperiencingappliedmagneticfieldsis given as (from Ref. 13)
ds CBaT (I)
" T _-T B
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The quantityS, is entropy,B is the magnetic field,CB is heat capacity
(specific heat) at constant magnetic field, M is magnetization,and T is
absolutetemperature. Thus, in order to predictthe isothermalentropychange,
or the adiabatic(isentropic)temperaturechangewith magneticfield variation,
the zero-magnetic-fieldheat capacityand the equationof state are required.
These and other relationshipstogether with the procedure for obtaining
calculationsare not given here but may be found in Ref. 13.
In order to more fully understand and appreciate the capability of
magnetic systems, it is instructiveto compare the thermodynamicsof the
magnetic system,and that of the gas systemwith which the readermay be more
familiar. The entropy equation for a gas system (perfect gas) which
correspondsto Eq. (I) is
Cp dT - R dP (2)dS= T P
The quantityCp is the heat capacity(specificheat) at constantpressure,
p is pressureand R is the gas constant. Equations(I) and (2) togetherwith
the additionalrequiredmagnetic relationshipscan be used to calculatethe
isothermal entropy changes and the abiabatic temperature changes under
correspondingp or B changes. Figure19 shows the temperature-entropydiagram
of constantpressureprocessesfor hydrogenand helium at I and 10 atmospheres
and correspondingcurves for a magneticmaterialexperiencingconstant applied
fields for fields up to 10 tesla (] tesla - 104 gauss). The ferromagnetic
material consideredis suitablefor use in a very cold magneticrefrigeration
system. The Curie temperatureof the magneticmaterial is 40"K (72"R). All
of these curves were extracted from Barclay'sRef. 14 and replotted in the
format shown which may be more familiar to the reader. The curves for the
magnetic material were developed using the molecular field model for the
magneticequationof state and the Debye model for the heat capacity (Refs.13
and 14) With thesemodels the entropychangesas a functionof temperatureand
magneticfield were found.
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It is apparentFrom Figure 19 that the entropydecreasesas the intensity
of the appliedmagneticfield is increased,and that the largestchangefor an
isothermalprocessoccurs at the Curie temperatureof 40"K. For an adiabatic
process(constantentropy)it is evidentthat the maximumrange of temperature
changeis about 20°K. Hence,to accommodatelargerchangesin temperature,the
use of different magnetic materials arranged in series in descending Curie
temperaturesare essential. In gaseous systems, however,larger temperature
changesfor adiabaticexpansionor compressionover the pressureratios shown
will take place at highertemperatures.
To realizea magneticcycle,eitherthe magneticfield can be moved or the
ferromagneticmaterial can be moved (Ref. g). The variousbasic methods of
moving the magnetic field include: (I) physically moving the magnet that
produces the field, (2) moving a shield located between the magnet and the
ferromagneticmaterial, (3) dissipating the magnetic field by resistance
heating,and (4) switchingthe magneticfield to anotherinductorby means of a
special electric circuit. Methods of moving the ferromagneticmaterial
include:(I) reciprocatingmotion of a piston (constructedof a ferromagnetic
material)in and out of a constantfield,and (2) continuousrotationof a disk
of ferromagneticmaterialwith a portionof the disk passingthrouqhthe field.
In any of these approachesmotion generates irreversiblelosses. By
moving the magnetic field,the field will interactwith surroundingconductors
and magnetic materials to produce eddy-current and hysteresis losses.
Mechanicalmotion of largemagnetsproduceslossesthroughfriction. By moving
the magnetic material a constant dc magnetic field can be used, but in a
regenerative system the motion of the heat transfer fluid must be in a
directionoppositeto thatof the magneticmaterial. The minimizationof these
lossesplays a major role in determiningthe viabilityof a given approach.
Descriptionsof specific systems follow. It may be helpful to keep in
mind that whether these systemsbe mechanicalin nature (such as a rotating
wheel)or electrical(witha varyingappliedmagneticfield)they all sharethe
common requirementthat the ferromagneticsubstancemust be heated during its
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exposureto an appliedmagneticfield and cooled in the regionwhere it is not
exposedto the field (Ref.15).
a. Solid FerromagneticWorking-MaterialConcepts
(I) StationaryShunt
Kirol and Mills (Ref. 7) have describeda simple form of a thermomagnetic
generatorwhich consistsof a shunt of a solid ferromagneticmaterialplacedin
the air gap betweenthe pole piecesof a stationarymagnet as shown in Fig. 20.
An electricallyconducting coil surroundsthe shunt and the magnetic flux
lines. Some method for cyclingthe temperatureof the _hunt materialmust be
provided. In this configurationit is accomplishedby cycling hot and cold
fluids throughpassagesin the shunt. Changesin the temperatureof the shunt
materialwhich span its Curie point producechangesin the magneticflux. This
inducesvoltage in the coil and hence, a currentwill flow which producesa
secondarymagnetic field in the coil. By Lenz's law the directionof current
flow is such that this secondaryfield opposesany change in the magneticflux
of the shunt. Thus, during that part of the cycle when the temperatureof the
shunt is increasing,the secondaryfield adds to the applied field of the
magnet becausethe shunt field is decreasing. Then, during the time that the
temperatureof the shunt is decreasing,the secondaryfield and the applied
field are opposed. At each temperatureextremereversalof the secondaryfield
producesa net field changewhich changesthe magneticentropytherebyallowing
heat to be converted to electricity. By continuously cycling shunt
temperature,continuouselectrical power is produced. However, the lattice
specificheat is large compared to the amount of heat that is convertedto
electricity via magnetic entropy changes; therefore, any practical
thermomagneticgeneratorwould have a regeneratorwhich stores sensible heat
releasedduringthe coolingportionof the cycle and returnsit duringheating.
This use of regenerationgreatlyenhancesthe efficiency.
Several analyses of thermomagnetic systems through ]959 predictea
efficienciesof lessthan I% for nonregenerativecycles;hence,the conceptw*s
considered to be impractical. However, in 1984 Kirol and Mills (Ref. 7)
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estimatedefficienciesas high as 12.8% (75% of Carnot) for a regenerative
cycle; consequently,these systemswarrant furtherconsideration. Sourcesof
irreversibilJtieshave been identifiedbut their effectson performancehave
not been evaluated. On the other hand, any system that produces electrical
energy at a cost less than the prevailingrates will be economicallyviable
regardlessof technicalperformancevalues;hence, this is an importantfactor
that should be dealt with early if these systemsare to be consideredsuitable
for practicaluse.
U,ilizationof the magnetocaloriceffect in a thermodynamiccycle for any
ferromagneticmaterial is limited to a temperaturerange of about 50"C. To
effectivelyuse the thermalenergy in waste heat streams,however_a converter
should be operable over a larger temperaturerange. A possible method of
accomplishingthis with a thermomagneticconverteris to stage severalunits
together,each containinga differentferromagneticmaterial and Curie point.
The materials selected must have Curie points that lie in continuoussteps
covering the range of temperaturesneeded to recnwr the waste hea_ energy.
Reference16 containsa very comprehensivetabulationof many materials,their
Curie temperatures,and the referencesfrom which the tabulationwas obtained.
Table I (informationfrom Ref. 16) shows some of the compounds, alloys,and
their respectiveCurie temperaturesthat cover the range of temperaturesof
waste heat streams.
Performanceof thermomagneticgeneratorscan be improved iF the applied
field is changed by some external means rather than relying solely on the
change occurringdue to varying permeabilityof the shunt material. In 1966
Rosensweig(Ref. 15) studiedperformanceof a thermomagneticgeneratorin which
resonancebetween an inductor and a capacitorwas used to vary the applied
magnetic field. He predictedthat performanceincreasesby a factor of 2 to
10, dependingon strengthof the appliedfield. Activecontrolof the magnetic
field gives thermodynamicperformance equivalent to a rotary recuperative
magnetic heat engine if a recuperative cycle is used, and performance
equivalentto a reciprocatingcycle when a regenerativecycle is used. Rotary
and reciprocatinggenerators are discussed in subsequentsections. Several
schemes have been identified for efficient switching of a superconducting
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magnet to allow active field control (Ref. 9). In very low temperature
refrigeratorsac losses in the superconductor,althoughsmall,result in very
significantrefrigerationloads (allheat inputat 4°K must be removedat about
300°K,with typicalcoefficientof performanceof 0.001 0.0015). Use of high
temperaturesuperconductorswould decreasethis parasiticload dramatically.
Reciprocating and regenerative heat engine cycles require that a
temperaturegradient be establishedand maintained in the regenerator. In
these devices, liquid regeneratorsare usually used, and conduction and
mechanicalmixingsignific2ntlysmear the gradientand hurt performance.
(2) Rotary
Another version of a thermomagneticgenerator concept (described in
Ref. I0) is shown in the upper part of Fig. 21. It consistsof a toroidmade
of a solid ferromagneticmaterialwhich is free to rotate througha magnetic
field. The segmentof the toroidthat is insidethe magneticfield at anytime
is heated;whereas, that part which is outside the bounds of the field is
cooled. Since coolingincreasesmagnetizationand heatingdecreasesit (Fig.
18), the cold side of the toroid is attractedinto the field region with a
largerforce than the hot side and hence,a torque is generatedwhich produces
a continuousrotation. By suitablearrangementand design a conductorcould be
placed on the toroid and electricitygeneratedas the conductorcrosses the
magnetic field. Electricalpower could then be extractedfrom the rotating
member by conventionalmeans. This device has the complexityof rotationwi.;n
comparedwith the one shown in Fig. 20, but on the other hand does not require
cyclinghot and cold fluidsback and forth to heat and cool the shunt.
The toroid shown in Fig. 21 is porous,however,and containsfluidwhich
is made to flow in the oppositedirectionof rotation of the toroid. This
makes the systemregenerativeenhancingthe efficiency. The importantdetails
of how this takes place is not shown. The lower part of Fig. 21 shows the
temperature-entropy(T-S) diagram for the cycle as the toroid makes one
revolution. The numberson the toroid correspondto the state numberson the
T-S diagram.
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In t_acing these processes around the cycle, it is helpful to keep the
following in mind: 1) adiabatic magnetization increases the temperature;
therefore, constant-temperature magnetization requires heat rejection, and 2)
adiabatic demagnetization decreases the temperature; therefore, constant-
temperature demagnetization requires heat addition. Beginning at state I the
working material is hot and is inside the applied magnetic field. As the
toroid rotates to point 2, the working material leaves the magnetic field and
heat is added (indicated as Qin) from the high-temperature heat source
simultaneously in such a way that the process from I to 2 is one of isothermal
demagnetization. Then as the toroid rotates from point 2 to point 3 there is
counterflow heat exchange. The solid working material is cooled by the
regenerator fluid that flows from 3 to 2. Between 3 and 4 isothermal
magnetization of the toroid occurs as heat is rejected to the low-temperature
sink. Then in moving form 4 to I, the working material is heated by the
counterflowing regenerator fluid. The heat that was removed during the cooling
process (2 to 3) is now returned to the working material. Thus, the cycle has
been completed and the a_ea inside the T-S aiagram represents the amount of
heat converted to work. The entropy of the high-field process is smaller than
the entropy of the low-field process.
This cycle is an Ericsson cycle; however, magneticdevices can also be
made to operateon other cycles. For example,the isothermalprocessesI to 2
and 2 to 4 can be made adiabaticwhich would convertthe T-S diagramof Fig. 21
intoa Braytoncycle.
(3) Reciprocating
Reciprocatingheat engines are similar to reciprocatingheat pumps. A
discussion of reciprocatingengines appears in Ref 10. as follows: They
consist of a core of magnetic workirg material inside a vertical column of
regenerationfluid (Fig° 22). The core moves in and out of the bure of a
superconductingsolenoidmagnet as the regeneratormoves verticallyrelativeto
the core, to add and remove heat. Work output resultsfrom the fact that cold
core material is more magneticthan warmermaterial,and more work is released
as the cold core enters the field,than is requiredto move the core when it is
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hot. Studiesof magneticheat pumps have indicatedthat rotarymachineshave
better performancethan reciprocatingmachines;consequently,most of the work
has been focusedon rotarydevices.
A reciprocatingheat pump is thermodynamicallyequivalentto an Active
Magnetic Regenerator(describedin the next section) in which the field is
actively switchedon and off. When motion of the magnetic core is used to
achieve the field change,heat is convertedto mechanicalwork. When field
switchingis used, heat is converteddirectly to electricalpo::er. For heat
pumps and heat engines,regardlessof whetherfield switchingor core motion is
involved,an activecore with a singleCurie temperatureworkingmaterialand a
second thermodynamic medium for regeneration results in performance
significantlybelow that of a rotary (recuperative)heat pump or heat engine.
For both cases, a core with graded Curie temperaturematerial in whirh the
active magnetic material also serves as regenerator may provide improved
performance.
(4) ActiveMagneticRegenerativeThermomagneticGenerators(AMRTG's)
The overallefficiencyof a systemmay be increasedby connectinga number
of generatorsin series,that is, ferromagneticmaterialswhich have descending
Curie temperatures. In such a seriesarrangementthe heatingfluid leavingthe
first stage enters the second, then the third, and so on. A similar
arrangementcan be used for the cooling fluid (Ref. 15). The AMRTG system
consists of such a series arrangement. It contains several porous
ferromagneticmaterialsof differentCurie temperatures,arrangedin such a way
that by cycling the materials thermodynamically,thermal energy over larger
temperatureranges can be convertedto electricitythan is possiblewith a
single Curie-point system. This concept can be configured in either a
reciprocatingmode or a wheel mode. For the purpose of this discussionthe
wheel mode is considered. The differentmaterialsare staged,being arranged
in graduallydecreasingCurie temperatureas annular segmentsof the wheel.A
sketch of this concept is shown in Fig. 23. This systemoperatesas a single
unit without the need of any interstageheat exchangersbetween each of the
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segments. A similarwheel-typesystembut operatedas a refrigeratorhas been
investigatedby Barclayand is describedin Refs. 12, 13 and 14.
it should be noted that the sketch of the system in Fig. 23 is simply
intendedto convey the idea of the concept. It is not intendedto infer that
the regeneratorsbe sized or locatedpreciselyas shown,nor that the applied
magneticfield be tailoredpreciselyas indicated. It is apparentfrom Fig. 23
that the AMRTG system in this configurationcloselyresemblesthe singleCurie-
point rotary system shown in Fig. 21. The operationis similar in that the
cold magnetizedportionof the wheel at the bottom is attractedby the applied
magnetic field with greater force than the demagnetizedwarmer part of the
wheel at the top. Hence, a torque is generated and the wheel rotates as
indicated. Becauseof the compositestructureof the wheel, tailoringof the
appliedmagnetic field distributionin accordancewith the requirementsof the
magneticmaterialsmay be beneficial.
In the magneticfield regionthe ferromagneticmaterialsare heatedby hot
fluid which is forced throughthe porous segmentsthroughone, then the next,
and so on in the stationaryheat-additionregenerator. This fluid in turn
becomescooled by the colderporousbed. The fluidthat leavesthe bed is then
cooledan additionalamount in an externalheat exchanger(not shown)and from
there is forced throughthe porous segmentsin the heat-rejectionregenerator.
This cools the porous elementsand magnetizesthem. Simultaneouslythe fluid
is heatedby the warmer bed. Additionalexternalheatingof the fluid is then
needed before the cycle is repeated. The process is referred to as active
magneticregenerationbecausea portionof the cyclic reheatingand recooling
of the heat transfer fluid is brought about by the ferromagneticmaterial
segmentsthemselves. The efficiencyof such a system is very sensitiveto the
performanceof the regenerator.
The rotaryconfigurationof the AMRTG with its regeneratorsegmentsmay be
classifiedas a rotaryregeneratorheat exchanger;even thoughin this case the
same fluid continuouslypasses through the system alternatingbetween being
cooledby the rotor and being heatedby anothersegmentof the rotor.
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A narrativeand graphicdescriptionof the thermalwave front that passes
throughthe porousbed as it is being alternatelyheatedand then cooledby the
penetratingfluid is describedby Barclay in Refs. 12 and 14. A mathematical
formulation of this process for the refrigerator consisting of a one-
dimensionalsystem appears in Ref. 14. Numericalmethods are required to
obtain solutionsto the complexpartialdifferentialequationswhich are both
time and space dependent. No solutionsin terms of resultsare shown in Ref.
14; however, results for particular simplified systems consisting of both
magnetic and non-magneticporous materialsof stationary beds are given in
termsuf temperatureprofilesversusdistance. It is also pointedout that the
rates of magnetizationand demagnetizationare limitedby the heat transfer,
which for a rotating system would place a limit on the wheel speed. In
p_ctice this is estimatedto be less than ! Hz. If the heat transferratio
could be improvedsubstantially,the next limitationis believedto be the eddy
currentpower which would probably become significantat between5 to ]0 Hz.
If both of these limitationswere eliminated, the upper limit on cycle
frequency is given by the spin-latticerelaxation rate, which for certain
materialssuch as gadoliniumcompounds(used for refrigeration)would be about
I kHz.
Regenerator performance optimization for various porous regenerator
geometrieshas _een exploredby Barclayand Sarangi (Ref. 17). Discussionsof
temperature-entropydiagramsfor a varietyof ideal and non-idealthermodynamic
processesand cycles are given in Ref. 18, and a general review of magnetic
refrigerationappearsin Ref. ]g.
An activemagneticregeneratiw refrigeratorfor operationbelow 20"K has
been built and tested at MIT (Ref. 20). It achievedan efflciencyof about 7%
of Carnot, which is quite good compared to other technologies at that
temperatureand comparedto magneticrefrigerationexperienceto date.
Since the focus of the work done so far has been on refrigeration,the
analysesshould be extended to direct thermal-to-electriconversionsystems.
The heat transfer processes should also be reviewed to determine whether
modificationscan be incorporatedto increasethe heat transfer rates in the
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porousbeds. Then, if the performanceof sucha systemseems promisingfrom an
analyticalstandpoint,laboratoryverificationexperimentsshouldbe initiated.
(5) CombinedThermomagneticand PyroelectricSystem.
Another system, which consists of a combinationof the thermomagnetic
conceptand a pyroelectricdevice (Ref. I) but which is only in the suggestion
stage, should also be explored. It seems possible that these two concepts
might be beneficiallycoupledwith resonancebetweenthe inductorand capacitor
therebytransferringenergybetweena magneticfield and an electricfield.
b. FerrohydrodynamicWorking-FluidConcepts
The discussionson thermomagneticenergyconvertersso far have focusedon
workirg substancesthat are solid ferromagneticma+erials. It has also been
shown, however, that very fine particles,less than 100 angstromsin size of
ferromagneticmaterials can be suspended in carrier liquids which then
experiencean appreciablebody force in the presence_ a .on-uniformmagnetic
field (Refs. 21 and 22). Carrier liquiCJ can be, for example, either a
hydrocarbon,a diester, water, a liquid metal, or some other liquid. The
numberof particlesper unit volume in such a colloidalsuspensioncan be very
large, characteristicallybetween 1015 and 1019 particles per cubic
centimeter (Ref. 22). These ferrohydrodynamicfluids are stable, strongly
polarizeable,and furthermore,the body force is temperaturedependent.
A schematicdiagram of a simple thermomagneticconverter that uses a
liquid ferrohydrodynamicmaterial (ferrofluid)as the working substance, is
shown in Fig. 24. Here, the circulatingferrofluidessentiallyreplacesthe
torroidal ring of Fig. 21. As shown in Fig. 24, the fluid is cooled and
therebymagnetizedas it flows througha counterflowheat exchanger. It then
passes througha magnetohydrodynamicgeneratorwhere the energy is convertedto
electrica}power. Then, as the ferrofluidentersthe heater,it is still cold
and highly magnetized. Hence, the magnetic field generatedby the solenoid
draws the ferrofluidinto the solenoid regionwhere the ferrofluidis heated
above its Curie temperatureand therebydemagnetized. As a consequence,the
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force that draws the ferrofluidinto the solenoidregion on the cold side is
greater than that which acts to prevent it from moving out on the hot side.
Hence, the combinationof the heat exchangerand the solenoidacts as a pump
and an increase in pressureresults togetherwith the inducedmotion. This
increase in pressure combined with the fluid motion can then be converted
directly into electricity in the magnetohydrodynamicgenerator, since the
ferrofluidis an electricalconductor.
As the ferrofluidflows through the combined solenoid-heatersegmentof
the generator,shown in Fig. 24, work is done on the fluid as a consequenceof
the interactionof the solenoid-appliedmagneticfield with the ferromagnetic
particlesdispersed in the fluid. In additionto the work, heat is added to
the f,uid simultaneously. The behaviorof the fluid imposedby these effects
is treatedmacroscopicallyand the dispersionis handledas a continuum. This
is the approachthat has been used by researchersto analyzethe system.
Severalanalysesof reversiblethermodynamiccyclesof ferrofluidsappear,
for example, in Refs. 22, 23 and 24. Expressionsfor efficiencyand power per
unit mass have been developed. Maximumefficiencyappearsto be about 75% of
Carnot for a single stage system. Also, losses in a particularsystem have
beenestimated.
The stabilityof ferrofluids,which consist of a liquid metal carrier
containingparticlesof iron or iron-nickelalloys,was investigatedby the
authors of Ref. 25. Stability refers to the time duration in which the
characteristicsand propertiesof the ferrofluidare not significantlyaltered.
It is shown that if the particlesare comparativelytoo large, or become too
large by clustering or by diffusional growth, the fluids tend to become
unstable. It was concluded that to produce a stable ferromagneticliquid
requires:(I) a distributionof particlesof diameterless than 30 angstromsin
ths case of iron, (2) the particles to be coated with tin to prevent
diffusional growth, and (3) preferably some additional repulsion between
particlesto prevent aggregation. The preparationof a fluid which would be
stablefor many monthsdoes seem to be a real possibility.
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Low magnetic density of ferrofluidicmaterials increases the ratio of
sensible heat to magnetic specificheat of the working material. In solid
working material cycles the recuperative heat load (commonly called
recirculatingheat) is about20 times as large as the heat flow intothe cycle,
and recuperationis the major source of irreversibility. The recirculating
heat ratio is even larger with ferrofluidicworkingmaterial, increasingthe
difficultyof achievinggood efficiency. It is imperativethat magnetization
of the working fluid be increasedto the maximum extent possible without
destroyingstabilityof the fluid.
c. TechnicalResearchNeeds of ThermomagneticConcepts
Reportedperformanceon the ferrohydrodynamiconceptsis based mainly on
ideal steady-flow thermodynamiccycle analyses. Hence, most of the more
realisticflow and energy exchange processes,which include loss mechanisms,
have not been taken into account. Analyticalwork that needs to be done
includes the fluid mechanics, heat transfer and thermodynamics of an
electricallyconductingfluid as it flows throughthe magnetic field gradient
regions of the solenoid heater and through the electric generator. Loss
mechanismsshould be taken into account. An analysis should also be done to
determine performance of systems staged in series in which ferromagnetic
materialswith differentCurie points are selectedso that larger heat-source
and heat-rejectiontemperaturescan be accommodatedthan is possiblewith a
single-stagesingle Curie-pointunit. Experimentsshould then be conducted
with systemsthat are the most promising.
Most of the tabulatedCurie pointsof ferromagneticmaterialsare based on
calculations. The Curie points should be verified experimentallyfor those
materials selected to establish performance. Optimization of material
propertiesmay also requiredevelopmentof new alloys.
For solid workingmaterialgeneratorsmore refinedperformancepredictions
are needed which take into account sources of irreversibilitiesincluding
regenerativeheat transfer across a non-zero temperature difference. In
addition, performance of working substances that have intermediateCurie
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temperatures (IO0°F to 1300'F) should be analyzed. Also, thorough definitions
of desireable properties of the working material should be accomplished and
real materials with these properties should be identified. Then, performance
verification and regenerative heat transfer evaluation should be done
experimentally. Material development and property determination should also be
done experimentally.
Active Magnetic Regenerative Thermomagnetic Generators with both active
and passive control of the applied field should be investigated. As a first
step, the analyses which have been madeby Barclay, et al (Refs. 14 and 18) for
refrigerators should be reviewed and extended to direct thermal-to-electric
conversion systems. Then, if the performance of such a system seems promising
from an analytical standpoint, laboratory verification experiments should be
initiated.
Since no known analysisof the combinedthermomagnetic-pyroelectricsystem
exists,this combinationshould be analyzedafter more work has been done on
the AMRTG system.
Z. ThermoelasticConverters (Nitinol Engine)
A variety of thermoelasticconvertersystem concepts have evolved which
are based on the use of metal alloys that possess a unique mechanicalshape
"memory"property. These conceptsare referredto as Nitinolheat enginesand
they transform heat into mechanical shaft work and then can transform the
mechanicalwork intoelectricityby conventionalmeans. Consequently,they are
not true direct conversion systems. A discussionof them is includedhere
becausetheir operationis feasibleat hot water temperaturesand over small
temperaturedifferenceswhich make them suitable for convertingthe thermal
energy in industrialwaste heat streamsto electricalenergy. In addition,the
workingmedium is a solidmetal which puts them in a novel innovativecategory,
and they also appearto be comparativelysimple. Seals and heat exchangersare
not required. For one of the engine configurationsconceived, continuous
engine operation is initiated and maintained by simply immersing the
appropriatesegment of the belt (which is the working medium that drives a
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power pulley) into hot water and another segmentof the same belt into cold
water. Descriptionsof the characteristicbehavior of the working material
that makes this possible,and descriptionsof engine configurationsare given
in the followingparagraphs.
The solid-stateworkingmedium of the thermoelasticconverteris Nitinol
which is a genericname for a rangeof alloysof nickeland titaniumdiscovered
at the Naval Ordnance Laboratoryin the 1960's. The name Nitinol is derived
from Nickel, Titanium, Naval Ordnance Laboratory. Nitinol undergoes an
energeticsolid-solidphase transformationwhen heated to a criticaltransition
temperature.The transitioncorrespondsto a transformationfrom a martensitic
(orthorhombic)phase to a parent austenitic (cubic) phase. It is this
transformationthat resultsin the thermoelasticand mechanicalshape "memory"
effects. A specimen of Nitinol may be superelasticallydeformed about 5
percentat a low temperature(belowthe transitiontemperature)by applyinga
load at moderatelylow stress. Then, if the temperatureof the specimen is
raised above the transitionpoint, the specimenwill recover ("snapback" to)
its earlier shape, which is the shape "memory"effect. The forces generated
by the specimen during the hot recovery process can greatly exceed those
requiredduring the cold deformationprocessand may be as much as 200 times
greaterthan those exertedby bimetals (Ref.26). Therefore,the specimenhas
the ability to perform mechanical work from heat input. Furthermore,the
transformationtemperatureof the Nitinolfamily of alloyscan be manipulated
over a remarkablywide range, from about -273"Cto I00"C (-459"Fto 212"F) by
altering the nickel-titaniumratio and by adding small amounts of other
elements(Ref. 26).
A large variety of useful applicationshave been found for the "memory"
metals. A few of these includeswitches,circuitbreakers,hydraulicfluid-
line couplings,electricalconnectorsthat form high compressionfits yet can
be quickly released and recoupled, and various biomedical devices for
artificiallimb joints, orthopedicbone fractures, etc. (Refs. 26 and 27).
Even a brailledevice that will allow blind peopleto use a word processoris
under development (Ref. 28). Several companieshave been establishedthat
specializein the manufactureof such devices. The focus here, however,is on
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the potential applicationof Nitinolas the working medium in a heat engine
that can convertlow-gradeenergy such as waste heat in industrialstreamsto
electricalenergy.
Nitinolheat engineshave two fundamentaladvantagesover other conversion
systems. First,the solid-stateworkingmediumprovidessuperiorheat transfer
characteristicswhen comparedto gaseoussystems. This eliminatesthe need for
separate heat exchangers. Secondly,Nitinol is corrosion-resistantand need
not be isolatedfrom an environmentsuch as hot water. This eliminatesthe
usual requirementfor seals. These factorsresult in mechanicallysimpleheat
engines.
An illustrationof the mechanicalshape "memory"effectwhich is the basis
of Nitinolengine operation(Ref.29) is shown in Fig. 25. Sketch (A) shows an
undeformedspecimenat a cold temperatureTI, which is less than the transition
temperature. A weight, WI pulls the specimendown, as shown in (B), to a
deformation distance d1. The total weight attached to the specimen is
increasedby the addition of anotherweight W2, as shown in (C). Then as
indicated in (D), when the specimen is heated to above the transition
temperature, it recovers its original shape lifting both weights in the
process. The net work performedduringthese operationsis given by the force-
distanceproductW2dI.
In a thermodynamicsense it may, at first, seem incrediblethat there can
be repeatednet work output during such cyclic phase changesof the Nitinol.
However,by consideringan analogousphase changecycle in which a given amount
of water is convertedto steam and the same steam back to water,with which the
readermay be more familiar,the fact that there is net work outputmay become
more apparent. For example, at atmosphericpressure,a strictly change of
phase process from water to steam at the saturationtemperaturerequiresthe
same amount of thermal energy (latent heat) added as is released when the
processts reversed. If, however,the pressure is raisedduring heating,but
kept lower during cooling,the latentheats will differ and there will also be
sensibleheat involvedwith associatedtemperaturechanges. So it is with the
Nitinolwhen the weight,W2 is added; the cycle involvesmore than just phase
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changes,and hence, the net work resultsfrom the heat that is added to raise
the additionalweight.
Numerous engine configurationshave hce_ conceived, constructed,and
operated in a laboratoryenvironment(Refs.30 and 31). Examplesare various
types of offset crank engines which operate in a manner similar to hot gas
reciprocatingenginesbut wlth the thermodynamicworkingmaterialbeing Nitinol
insteadof a gas. Sketchesof these are not shown here but do appear in Ref.
31. Brief descriptionsof some follow.
The first well publicizedNitinolheat enginewas an offset crank engine
built by Banks in 1973 (Ref. 32). At a temperaturedifferentialof 23°C
betweenthe hot _nd cold water which providedthe heatingand Coolingof the
Nitinol,an engine speed of 69 rpm was attainedwith a power output of about
0.23 Watt. The engine completedmore than 100 million cycles of operation
withoutevidenceof fatigueor degradationfailure.
Another configurationof an offset crank engine was built at McDonnell
Douglas in 1974 (Ref. 31). Water was used as the heat source and air as the
coolingmedium. In this arrangementsix helixescf Nitinolwire, shaped like
coiled springs were connected between the peripheriesof a small rotating
centralhub and a large rotatingouter wheel. The hub axle was offsetfrom the
wheel axle by a fixed crank. A temperaturedifferentialof about 3°C was
sufficientto initiateengine operation. Becauseof the relativelyslow heat
transferbetweenthe Nitinolhelixesand air, both the engine speed and output
powerwere low.
Still anothervariationof the offset crank type was patentedby Hochstein
in 1977 (Refs.31 and 33). Nitinolelements in the form of flat strips were
connectedbetweena rotatingcentralhub and cams that ride on a sinusoidally
curved rim. The strips were strained (bent) by the engine in the cold
quadrant,and did work during the straighteningin the hot quadrant. Engines
of this type includingregenerationare reported to have delivered 10 to 20
Watts of power at maximumspeedsof lO rpm.
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A design that bears a striking resemblance to an interna! combustion
engine was patented by Smith in 1978 (Refs. 31 and 34). This configuration
uses Nitinol in the form of helical coils within closed cylinders through which
hot and cold fluids (air/water) are circulated alternately. One end of each
coil is connected to the bottom of a cylinder and the other end to a
conventional crankshaft. Presumably a number of such coils and cylinders could
be arranged siFilar to those of a piston engine.
The offset crank enginesthat have been reportedhave been comparatively
easy to constructand have almostalwaysworkedthe first time, but they have a
number of limitationsthat must be overcomebefore bein9 seriouslyconsidered
for commercialdevelopment. Among these limitationsare: low power densities
and low cycle speeds, large engine volumes, inefficientand awkward cooling
systems,alternatingreplacementof hot and cold reservoirs,metal-to-gasheat
transferand nonuniformheatingand coolingof Nitinolelements.
The most successfulmore recent designsare referredto as thermoturbine
engines. In the turbineconfigurationsa continuousloop of Nitinolwire or a
helix is guided by idlers through cold and hot water baths and over
differentialpulleys as shown in Fig. 26. One of the pulleys serves as an
expander (or turbine) and extracts power from the moving loop. The loop of
Nitinolwire moves aroundthe pulleysand idlersbecausetensionin the loop on
the hot side is greaterthan tensionon the cold side. The expanderpulley is
connectedmechanicallyto a compressor(or pump pulley)that does work on the
loop. The work performedby the loop of wire on the expanderexceedsthe work
performedon the loop by the compressor,which resultsin net work output. A
number of engine variations were conceived and constructed using Nitinol
helixes or wire, different methods of coupling the expander and compressor
pulleys,and variationsin heat source/sinkconfigurations. An engine design
of this type includingregenerationwas patentedby Johnsonin 1977 (Refs.35
and 36).
The configurationshown in Fig. 26 was built by Cory (Ref. 31). It
consistedof a close-woundNitinolwire helix (3 mm O.D.) for the belt, with
the expander-compressorpulleysof the same4iameterbut geared togetherto run
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at differentspe_ds. The engine,when operatedbetween5'C and 70°C, attained
a speedof 2500 rpm and producedabout 0.5 Watt of power.
In DOE sponsored work, McDonnell Douglas built and tested a 35 Watt
Nitinolheat enginemodule (Ref. 37). Measurementswere obtainedof the shaft
power output vs. rpm, and also of the power deliveredby the Nitinol,that is,
the Nitinol-deliveredtorque times the angular frequencyof the shaft. The
maximum shaft power output was reportedto have been about 32.5 watts at an
engine speed of about 235 rpm. At these conditionsthe hot and cold water
temperatureswere about 75"C and I0"C (165"F and 4g'F) respectively. The
number of Nitinol helixes in the combined parallel-seriesengine was 81.
Design of the maximum helicalpitch was consistentwith a 105 cycle lifetime
based on strain-lifetimecorrelations.
PowerdeliveredDy the Nitinolexceededthe shaft outputpower. The lower
values of the shaft power resultedfrom frictionallosses, such as bearings,
and from parasitic_osses, such as water carried out of the troughsby the
helicalNitinolbands. The speed and torque of the output shaftwere measured
by a dynamometer which consisted of three components: a tachometer, a
frequency-to-voltageconverter and controller,and a hysteresisbrake. The
Nitinol-deliveredpower was obtained from load-cell force measurements,the
radius of the power roller,and the m_asuredangularFrequencyof the shaft.
In addition,under stall conditionsan upper limit of shaft output power was
determinedfrom the torqueat stall times shaft frequency. Hence,this was an
increasinglinearrelationshipvs. shaft rpm. The stall value at maximumshaft
output power speed substantiallyexceededthe measured _utput and represents
the power which would be produced if there were _o power losses and no water
carryoveror mixing.
Considerable effort was also devoted to Nitinol helix conditioning.
During initialthermal/mechanicalcyclingof a freshlyannealedNitinolhelix,
the force-length-temperaturecharacteristicschange significantly. However,
the rate of change of these characteristicsdecreases with the number of
cumulativecycles and eventuallythe propertiesbecome essentiallystable for
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the lifetimeof the element. After becomingstabilizedthe helix can then be
used on a constant-lengthengine.
After this experimentalprogram was completed at McDonnell Douglas
AstronauticsCompany, the companyphased _ut these energy related activities
and no furtherexperimentalwork on Nitinolheat engineshas been done there.
In Japan, durinq 1981 and 1982, the Ministry of InternationalTrade dnd
Industry(MITI) sponsoredthe developmentof a 500 Watt Nitinol heat engine
(Ref. 38). The engine was constructedas an assembly of three modules of
exactlythe same structure. The pulleysand idlerswere connectedby a total
of 252 Nitinolhelixesarrangedin parallelwhich actuallyproduceda maximum
output of 665 Watts at 201 rpm. The presentstatusof the Japaneseengine is
not known. However,it is possiblethat the developmentalactivitywas halted
becauseof projectedhigh cost.
The effir_ency of most Nitinol heat engines is generally low (I-3%),
partly because they are nonregenerativeand also because they operate over
small temperaturedifferences. Higher efficiencyis obtainableby employing
regenerativeheat flow. In one regenerativeNitinol heat engine, the
efficiencywas measuredat 6.5% for operationbetween5"C and 80"C (Ref. 39).
The Carnotefficiencyfor this range is 21%. Thus, the demonstratedfraction
of Carnotwas 0.31. Accordingto Ref. 39, calculationsindicatethat between
70 and 80% of Carnot shouldbe feasiblewith new heat engine designs. In the
near term, this means that efficienciesas high as 17% over this temperature
range are possiblewith Nitinolas the workingmaterial. All of these numbers
are for conversionof heat to mechanicalwork. Additionallossesare incurred
by conversionof the mechanicalwork to electricity. Perhaps the use of
Nitinol would be more promising as a direct thermal-to-electric onversion
device if some means of aczomplishingthis were conceived. The specificwork
thatNitinolwill producewith presentdesignsis about 400 J/kg (Ref. 40). At
I to 10 Hz, this gives 400 to 4000Watt/kgelectricalpower output.
If efficienciesof 70 to 80% of Carnot were achievable,thermoelastic
convertersmight appear attractive,but there are other technical problems
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also. These heat engines have been plaguedwith variations in mechanical
propertiesof the Nitinol,which _enerallyresultsin mechanicalfailure. Both
the DOE and the MITI engineshave encounteredmaterialpropertiesvariability.
Variations in the thermoelasticpropertiesof the helixes can substantially
degrade the performanceof the heat engine. It has been found that the
mechanical properties (e.g., the stress-strain curve) of thermoelastic
materials are very dependant on the history of the mechanical and thermal
processing.
A characteristic behavior of Nitinol has been that it does not
consist_atlyreturnexactlyto its originalundeformedand thermalstatesafter
havingundergoneelasticdeformation.The three mechanicalbehaviorvariables:
force, length and temperature,are not adequate to define the state of the
material. This led to the belief by some researchersthat the purity and
compositionof the alloy was not being controlledwith sufficientaccuracyin
the manufacturingprocessto eliminatethis behavior. Hence,one main focusof
Nitinoldevelopmentwas on the metallurgicalaspectsof the material(Ref.27).
Other researchers, namely, J.S. Cory (Ref. 41), performed numerous
experiments with Nitinol, worked on correlations of data and on the
normalizationof material propertiesto determinewhether this behaviorcould
be consistentlyaccountedfor in some other way. As a consequenceof these
experimentsand analyses,Cory concludedthat the observed behavior in most
instances could be accounted for by hysteresiseffects. This led to the
developmentof macroscopicnonequilibriumthermodynamicsfor applicationto
hysteresisphenomenaof Nitinol (Refs.42 and 43). In this approach it was
establishedthat 7 variablesinsteadof 3 were needed to define thermodynamic
paths and state points. These includethe 3 mechanicalbehavior variables
stated previously,the transition temperatureassociatedwith the change in
material structure,and 3 additionalmechanical"history"variablesof force,
length, and temperature. It was concludedthat a minimum of measured state
equationcoefficientsand measuredheat capacities,or estimateddata, could be
used to describequantitativelythe complexmechanicaland thermalbehavioron
th_ paths in the shape-memoryregion.
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A second issue which needs to be addressed to advance the technology base
for thermoelastic conversion centers on device design. Existing designs
extract only about I Watt per helix of Nitinol. This is not bad when compared
with, for example, thermoelectrics (which require very many parts to produce i
Watt). However, the associated pulleys and bearings add significantly to the
cost and complexity of the device. Newdesigns are needed in which the number
of parts is reduced so that Nitinol devices can approach their potential for
low cost, low temperature conversion.
Reference40 containsthe developmentof a model for estimatingcosts for
low-gradethermalenergyconversionutilizingNitinolpower plants. This is a
first-cutanalysisin which the Nitinolheat engine portionof the power plant
is separatedfrom those portionsof the plant for which cost estimatescan be
made using conventionalprocedures. It was estimatedthat the heat engine
capitalcost per unit power capacitywas about 15_ per Watt, and the costs of
producedenergy for the Nitino]heat engineportionof the plant, includingthe
cost of capital and the operation,maintenance,and replacementcosts, were
estimatedto be approximatelyO.74_/KW-hr. The principalconclusionof this
studywas that Nitinolpower plantsfor low-gradethermalenergyconversionmay
have significantcost advantagesover conventionalfossil fuel power plants.
It was also pointedout that any conversionsystemwhich producesenergy at a
cost less than the prevailingrateswill be economicallyviable,independentof
efficiency,or any other purelytechnicalcriteriun.
It appearsthat the next phase of Nitinolheat enqinedevelopmentshould
consistof design,constructionand testingof a multikilowatt._ototypefor
particularapplicationsuch as conversionof thermal-to-mechanicalenergy from
wcste heat streams or from geothermalsources. Thus, the status of Nitlnol
heat engine development has already passed through the phase that would
normallybe supportedby ECUT unless a new system conceptwere to evolve for
convertingthermal-to-electricalenergydirectly.
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Table 1. Ferromagnetic Compounds/Alloys and Their Curie Temperatures
CURIE
COMPOUND/ALLOY TEMPERATURE, : K
Fe 1043 (1418 :F)
Fe - Ni:
55%Fe 956
Fe AI 923
Fe3 Cr 893
Fe3 0 4 858
Fe 8 Co12AI 3 B 6 815
Fe0.75 Ga 0.25 ....... 760
Fe Pt ........... 743
Fe3 P 686
Fe5 B2 P ........... 628
Fe B ........... 598
Fe3 B O8 ....... 508
Fe5 Ge3 ........... 485
Fe 3 C ........... 483
Fe 2 Mn Ge ........... 433
Fe 5 Sl3 ........... 381
Fe 3 $e 4 ........... 318 (113°F)
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Figure15. LMMHD:Photographof the Lower Partof the TestSectionWhich
Shows the PerforatedPlate,Honeycomb,and Air InjectionElement
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Figure 19. Temperature - Entropy Diagram for a Ferromagnetic Material
with an appliedMagneticField Between0 and 10 Tesla, for
HydrogenGas, and for HeliumGas.
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ure 20. Schematic Diagram of a Thermomagnetic Generator Concept in which a Ferromagnetic
Shunt Is Alternately Cooled and Heated
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ure 21. A Regenerative Thermomagnetic Conversion Concept Consisting of a Solid Rotati_
Toroid with a Counterrotating Fluid, and the Associated Temperature - Entropy
Diagram
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Figure 22. Reciprocating Type Thermomagnetic Generator
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Figure 23. Active Magnetic Regenerative Thermomagnetic Generator
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igure25. ConceptualCycle for the operationof a NitinolHeat Engine (Buehlerand Goldstein)
(A) NitinolElementMemory Form at TI; (B) ElementDeformedatT1, by WeightWI;
(C) Elementsubjectedto Total WeightWI+W2 at TI; (D) Elementrestoredto
originalform at T2 loadedwith WeightWI+W2
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:ure26. Schematicof Gear-CoupledTurbineEnqinedriven by HelicalCoil of Nitinol
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